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Book Reviews 81 
subsistence of the Native peoples of the Northwest Coast. The chapters 
are well written by experts in the field and, while directed at other ar­
chaeologists, are non-technical and easily understood. 
Roy Carlson 
Department of Archaeology 
Simon Fraser University 
John Borrows, Law's Indigenous Ethics. Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 2019. 381 pages. ISBN 9781487523558. $39.95 paperback. 
Many Canadians will agree that Indigenous law should be given 
more prominence within Canadian law. But the question remains: How 
do we implement this vision on the ground? The notion that Indigenous 
law should influence the development of non-Indigenous law is per­
suasive enough in theory, but what does it look like in practice? Law's 
Indigenous Ethics offers some answers. 
In each chapter, John Borrows uses a combination of story work 
methodology and exposition to illustrate how the seven grandmother 
and grandfather teachings can be instantiated within Canadian law and 
legal education. Chapter One explores an Anishinaabe understanding 
of zaagi'idiwin (love) and the role it can play in interpreting treaty and 
Aboriginal rights. In Chapter Two, Borrows draws on an Anishinaabe 
conception of debwewin (truth) as contextual to caution against an essen­
tialized approach to treaty and Aboriginal rights interpretation which 
assumes the Crown is the foundational source of all legal authority. 
Chapter Three is an invitation to courts to exercise aakode'win or zoon­
gide'iwin (bravery) to truly repudiate the doctrine of discovery. Chapter 
Four examines how private property interests within Aboriginal title 
territory can be protected under Indigenous jurisdiction, in the light of 
an Anishinaabe understanding of dibaadendizowin (humility). In Chapter 
Five, Borrows applies an Anishinaabe conception of nibwaakaawin (wis­
dom) to explore outdoor legal education that engages land-based learn­
ing. Chapter Six employs gwayakwaadiziwin (honesty) to consider var­
ious issues pertaining to teaching Indigenous law within a law school 
setting, with a focus on delineating the categories of Indigenous law. 
Finally, in Chapter Seven, Borrows discusses the meaning of nzanaaji'id­
iwin (respect) in Anishinaabemowin and how it supports the conclusion 
that Canadians bear responsibility today for residential school harms. 
Thus, Law's Indigenous Ethics serves as an application of the theme of 
greater recognition of Indigenous law witl1in Canadian law, which was 
advanced in Borrows' s earlier works, Recovering Canada: The Resurgence 
of Indigenous Law (UTP, 2002) and Canada's Indigenous Constitution (UTP, 
2010). 
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